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In this lecture we will combine predictive techniques with the
use of homeopathy and cell salts. Recently I began studying

homeopathy, which matches disease symptoms with the remedy.
I did this because when my first book was republished—How To
Give An Astrological Health Reading—the AFAa asked me to write

a chapter on homeopathy.

When you use homeopathic remedies, you have to take into account the symptoms
as well as the underlying problem. Let’s say you are getting a Saturn-Neptune
combination by transit. That could cause a lot of anxiety. So you look up in a book of
homeopathic remedies the word “anxiety” and it will list a remedy. Boiron puts out a
free booklet of various symptoms.b You can also find homeopathic remedies that are
intended to treat symptoms such as anxiety in health food stores. There are hundreds
of remedies which combine various symptoms but today we are just starting with some
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basics of homeopathy. You need a homeopathic practitioner for more help. But when
you are looking at your own particular symptoms to try to pick a remedy, you will find it
can be as specific as stating that the symptoms are improved by fresh air and worsened
by heat or vice versa. Or it is worse in the morning and better in the afternoon, etcetera.
This is how detailed homeopathy gets.
How many people here know anything about homeopathy? You might know
more than I do. I don’t claim to be a homeopathic practitioner or an herbalist. But I will
teach you what I have learned so far. For additional resources, check at the end of the
article for a reference list.

WHAT IS HOMEOPATHY?
Homeopathy was used mostly in the 1800s but it goes back to Hippocrates in
that it is called “the law of similars.” This means that you are given a remedy that has
the properties of the symptoms. And how do they know which remedy works? They
gave particular remedies to people in good health who produced the symptoms that the
remedy is now prescribed for. And that is how they know what to give a patient.
In other words, homeopathy seeks to treat with a similar remedy so as to support
the problem. For example, if you have a fever or inflammation then the cure must be
a remedy which produces a similar condition. If you have a particular muscle pain,
then the remedy should also produce a similar pain in a healthy person. However,
even though it produces the condition, it should do it without seriously aggravating the
condition. The cure should help the person to combat the disease.
Medicine that we use today suppresses disease symptoms. If you have a
headache, let’s get rid of it. Homeopathic remedies, rather, stimulate the symptoms and
bring them out. It is like an irritant that causes you to be cured, supposedly.
So why isn’t everybody using homeopathic remedies? Two reasons. The first was
the use of antibiotics with the discovery of penicillin. Homeopathy began to go out of
style around the time penicillin was discovered. It is still used extensively in Europe and
only beginning now to get popular in the United States.
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